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A COOBER PEDY PLAN: WHAT,
WHERE, HOW AND WHY?

Facilitator Michael Edgecombe out on the 6 Mile Field engaging with stakeholders over a directional
plan for Coober Pedy

The future of every community lies in capturing the
passion, imagination, and resources of its people - Ernesto
Sirolli

Coober Pedy is a proud community that was built on hard
work, passion, ingenuity, and generosity of spirit. It is
one of a kind, like no other community, and has so much
to offer.

So, who is Coober Pedy in 2021? What does Coober Pedy
want to become in 10 years? How about 20 years? What
are the dreams and ideas of the community? What legacy
do our community elders wish to leave behind? What do
the custodians of our future, our young people, want to
see their town become? What are people who call this
place home, passionate about?

These are all important questions. If we don’t decide on
our own future than someone else will decide our future
for us. Nobody wants that. So, it’s time to get involved!

‘I’m a big believer in the power of community, in that
people who call a place home can do incredible things
when they find a way to work together,’ said Michael
Edgecomb.

Mr Edgecomb is working in Coober Pedy regularly to
facilitate a process of finding and understanding that
community dream and working with community to co-
design a framework to move it forward.

He’s been meeting with many locals across the
community, including paying the first of hopefully many
visits to the opal fields this last week.

“I’ve spoken to almost 100 people so far about their
stories, and dreams and ideas for Coober Pedy. What’s
amazing is that it’s becoming clear that the people of
Coober Pedy have common dreams and ideas, and a huge
level of passion for their home,’ he said.

‘We’ll be putting out a wide invitation soon to the whole
community to come together for a community meeting.
Everyone will be welcome.  This will be a chance to spend
time together over a meal and to start putting ideas on
paper and developing a roadmap for Coober Pedy’s
future.”

If you’d like to know more or have a chat, you can contact
Michael directly at michael@doinglifetogether.com.au

In 2019 the DCCP Administrator appointed by the State
Government thought it was a good idea to develop a future
plan for the opal mining town of Coober Pedy and formed
a CP30 committee of people that together, might be able
to help realise a new vision.

In 2021 Tim Jackson has handed the task on to Michael
Edgecombe of Doing Life Together, Innovation and
Consulting who is now starting from scratch and getting
out into the community to involve the locals.

Local resident and aboriginal elder Julie O'Toole
gave us her thoughts on the future of Coober Pedy

Michael spending time with Coober Pedy’s grass
roots - the opal miners.  Here chatting with Des

Roffey who was elected to council in 2018.

“I say nothing's impossible this is our home and we'll
finish what we started.  I say let us stand strong together.“

“We' can start with healthy country first, like grow more
trees.”

“With regards to the anti-social element around the town,
we need to have some self-respect and put up some rules.
This is our home and we want it kept clean.”

“My idea, my plans for Coober Pedy is first of all working
together as one non-aboriginal and the aboriginal
community.   If we can all come together and make plans,
share each other's idea this would be the first obstacle
we'll make it over together.”

“I know we can't build Coober Pedy to like it was back in
the sixties and seventies”

“To me it's about keeping going, never giving up and the
beauty of it all is within us.  I believe by faith we can
work and heal together.  It's a start and all things will
work for our town because of our determination.”

“My love for this town is so strong and I'm here to stand
side by side with the people I grew up with and went to
school with. I strongly believe that we need each other
and will build our town together.”

“All I can say is from little things big things grow; after
all I believe the old miner's build this town so we should
stand strong and keep building.  After all it's the old
people’s dream even though they are not with us; but
their spirit will guide us through.”

Next we heard from Ron Hammond, Opal buyer and
annual, long term visitor to Coober Pedy.

Coober Pedy being a second home to the Hammond family
albeit Covid-19 has taken it’s toll on their annual winter
trip for the past two years.

Ron’s view is that a cultural and historic centre since
settlement is a must, and would also attract funding.
“Complete it with a cafe area of course, but have a retail
area with stock replenished, potentially from miners and
retailers in town, Andamooka and Mintabie.” (Not to be
confused with the Visitor Information Centre at the DCCP.)

“This would be a great place to train the local aboriginal
kids, to do both tours of the centre (interpretive) and of
the area in general and mainly to sell the stock supplied by
the locals.”

“There are a number of large blocks of land in the CBD
just begging for such a centre. Maybe one of those big
block of land near the PO? “

“I know many of the services are doubling up, but it's
time to do it professionally, and try to bring the kids and
promising young crew into a career.”

“Maybe even have offices for infrastructure like water
and public works, to get rent from the SA Govt, to help
keep the doors open.”

“Also, keep it carbon neutral by using lots of solar and
wind!”

by Margaret Mackay

Turn to Page 3 for LICKERS
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CPRT became a FREE Newspaper in 2006 and
increased its distribution to 4,500 hard copies +
Free Online Newspaper, promoting news, events
thus distributing advertising to tourists and to nearby
communities and towns. The CPRT receives no
external funding.
A local newspaper is the voice of the people. A
truly free and independent press is a vital
component of any healthy democratic society. [...]
the prime value of journalism is that it imposes
transparency, and thus accountability, on those
who wield the greatest governmental and
corporate power. ~ Glenn Greenwald, Laura
Poitras and Jeremy Scahill
Four pillars of Democracy areFour pillars of Democracy areFour pillars of Democracy areFour pillars of Democracy areFour pillars of Democracy are
LEGISLATIVE : The body which makes laws
for the state.
EXECUTIVE : Executes and enforces laws.
JUDICIARY : Works to protect laws.
PRESS/MEDIA : The 4th estate of democracy.
It informs the public

‘Media releases’‘Media releases’‘Media releases’‘Media releases’‘Media releases’ may be submitted however
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and used in a related article. CPRT does not provide
free space for political or business advertising .
Advertising rates are in the column above.

Letters to EditorLetters to EditorLetters to EditorLetters to EditorLetters to Editor should be sent by email
where possible and must be relevant to the
community. Potentially defamatory comments will
be edited or deleted. Letters to Editor need to be
signed, but a pen name can be published.
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ABOUT US
 The annual rainfall in the area is around 175

mm (5 inches) per annum

The CPRT newspaper first became DIGITAL/
ONLINE in 2006. Although online is now the

main trend, hard copies are still printed locally.

Editor - Margaret Mackay
PO Box 10 Coober Pedy  SA 5723

Ph:  (08) 8672 5920
Email:  editor@cooberpedytimes.com

https://cooberpedytimes.com/

The Coober Pedy Regional Times
“Your Outback Communities Newspaper”

GO NOODLING FOR OPAL at THE JEWELLER SHOP
- Umoona Road/Jeweller Shop Road near town.

While in town take an OPAL FIELDS TOUR
You’ll believe you’re on Mars.

     Be sure to visit THE UNDERGROUND CHURCHES

AMAZING UNDERGROUND HOMES - DUGOUTS
(at least 1500 people living underground)

UNDERGROUND DUGOUT AS A BUNKER
Think about it!

Take a tour to the natural landscapes outside the town
(see film locations like Mad Max: Beyond Thunderdome
and Red Planet) including the PAINTED DESERT, the
colourful BREAKAWAYS and the MOON PLAIN

 Enjoy an evening at the Coober Pedy DRIVE-IN
usually on a Saturday Night

During Easter a  GEM TRADE SHOW is held

OPAL FIELDS GOLF COURSE - bring your own green

South

an underground town built on the back of opal mining
     Things to do in Coober Pedy

MAILING LIST
Send an email to be included on newspaper

emailing list

The COOBER PEDY REGIONAL TIMES is ‘WORLD WIDE’
  READ Newspaper FREE online at:  https://cooberpedytimes.com/

Spring 2021
September Equinox)

23 Sep 4:51 am

Summer 2021-2022
(December Solstice)

22 Dec 2:29 am

Coober PedyCoober PedyCoober PedyCoober PedyCoober Pedy
THE OPAL CAPITAL OF THE WORLD

Climate outlook overview 9-9-2021
October to December rainfall is likely to be above median for the eastern two-thirds of Australia, extending into southern WA.

    Maximum temperatures for October to December are likely to be above median for the northern tropics and far south-east
Australia. Below median daytime temperatures are more likely for other areas of southern Australia and parts of the east.

    Above median minimum temperatures for October to December are likely for all of Australia, except southern WA, where the
chances of warmer or cooler than median nights are roughly equal.

    The negative Indian Ocean Dipole is forecast to continue for spring, and waters to Australia's north and north-west are
warmer than average. This can favour above average rainfall for parts of Australia. The El Niño–Southern Oscillation is neutral,

with cooling of the tropical Pacific likely in the coming months. This may also be increasing the chances of above average
rainfall for much of eastern and northern Australia.

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/outlooks/#/overview/video
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Opal Mining News

OPAL MINING FEES effective 1st JULY 2021

Generally, each opal bearing field will consist of varying grades of opal..
from low grade, minimum grade, high grade to gem quality.

This grading also applies to potch or colourless opal.  Don’t throw it out.   With a shortage of Ivory in India,
there is a growing demand for good white opal.

What countries have banned ivory?
The United States implemented a near-total ban on elephant ivory trade in 2016, and the United Kingdom,
Singapore, Hong Kong, and other elephant ivory markets followed suit.   Ivory carving is now illegal in most

circumstances around the globe and suitable alternatives are a sought after for carving and jewellery.

Opal, silica mineral extensively used as a gemstone, a submicrocrystalline variety of cristobalite. In ancient
times opal was included among the noble gems and was ranked second only to emerald by the Romans.

(Britannica)

Queen of Gems - Coober Pedy “Ivory-white opal”
pendant adorned with rubies; 18ct gold setting:

Designer - Jeweller John Meier

Ivory necklace carved  from ancient mammoth tusk,
in a sterling silver setting

New or Renew PSPP   $92.50
2nds & ODL    $ 9.95 + $ 9.95

Replacement Plates
X1  $7.75 + $18.20 = $25.95
X2 $15.50 + $18.20 = $33.70
X3 $23.25 + $18.20 = $42.45
X4 $31.00 + $18.20 = $49.20

Recovery of Posts $26.50

Claim Registration - 3 months
Small   $54.50

Large     $109.00
X/Large  $164.00
ODL       $130.00 KEEP DIGGING WARRIORS

Claim Renewal - 12 months
Small   $164.00
Large   $327.00
X/Large $491.00

OPAL HAS VALUE REGARDLESS OF COLOUR

Coober Pedy Opal Miner, George Likouresis and
his partner Andy Vatsilas, prospecting for opal out

at the 6 Mile Field, along with a number of other
companies, all at various stages of endeavour.

This week was about maintenance as the crew replaced
the drill Kelly.  [Kelly - A long square or hexagonal
steel bar with a hole drilled through the middle for a
fluid path. The kelly is used to transmit rotary motion
from the rotary table or kelly bushing to the
drillstring, while allowing the drillstring to be
lowered or raised during rotation.]

Pictured with the backhoe/loader is George manouvering
the Kelly into place, with partner Andy as the ‘anchor man’

on the drill

Andy and George finalise repairs to the Kelly

Back on the dumps and George is finding colour!
Happy birthday George (9th September)

Miners Association - What about a special meeting to talk about our drill?  Or are we members for
voting purposes only?

To secure Opals future in Coober Pedy, we definitely need to apply more hype re opal mining.
Really the town needs an opal centre/museum. Linked to the cultural history of Coober Pedy as an Opal

mining town.   The opal hunters has helped with the hype of opal mining.  (Opal Miner)
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6 only questions on the faulty financial
statement prepared and published on 5th July
2020 on council’s website that remained in the public
domain for between 5-7 days.

We invited the council to respond more
specifically, but avoid unnecessary technicality and
excessive detail as to how the anomaly/error
occurred.

Council MUST have expected that an error of
around $3.55 MILLION DOLLAR magnitude would
at the very least attract scrutiny and arguments for
maladministration/incompetence.

Q • What was the cost of preparing these
financials in terms of time and labour?
Not answered

Q • Please identify the amounts and explain
the surplus in one part of the ledger, turning
into a loss on another part of the ledger?
Not Answered

COMMUNITY
QUESTIONS TO

DCCP ON $3.55m
ERROR  in
BUDGETED

FIGURES REMAIN
UNANSWERED

Q •  Could the “anomaly” as Mr. Miller CEO
called it, be explained or clarified in plain English
for the community to understand, avoiding
unnecessary technicality and excessive detail?

Q • Did the council officers compiling the
budgeted figures not wonder where over a
million dollars of surplus money had actually
come from, given that council operates at the
brink of bankruptcy and on the limit of
borrowings at all times?
Not answered

Q • What financial risk management
policies or audit policies are in place?
Not answered

Q • What measures have been put in place
since, to prevent this happening again?
Not Answered

Surplus VS Deficit andSurplus VS Deficit andSurplus VS Deficit andSurplus VS Deficit andSurplus VS Deficit and
Anomaly VS ErrorAnomaly VS ErrorAnomaly VS ErrorAnomaly VS ErrorAnomaly VS Error

Not answered

Editor

At the 28-7-2020 Council Meeting Mr. Alan
Rushbrook spoke of correcting some errors during
his talk on borrowings. It was not clear if he was
talking about errors in his latest projections, or the
errors in the faulty budgeted figures published on
the 5th July.

Unless explanations are clear then we will have to
consider that our questions are not answered.

We have since received (after a previous
publication 7-8-20) a compilation of questions and
answers constructed by council that do not
adequately address the 6 simple questions posed
by the community (above).

We therefore decline to complicate the issue by
publishing or accepting council’s replacement
questions.  It is not for councils to decide how
they will be scrutinized.

DCCP Unanswered Questions

FOI REQUEST REVEALS -
COUNCIL SPENT OVER

$1 MLLION ON CONSULTANT
FEES IN 6 MONTHS
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LOCAL CPAS
STUDENTS
INSPIRE

NEIGHBOUR-
HOOD

CLEAN UP

Children from one residential area in Coober
Pedy took it upon themselves to glove up
and pick up the rubbish that had been
littering their street for months.

“The rubbish is a bad problem in our area and
across our whole town”, commented one of the
children, “People just don’t seem to care where
they throw their rubbish”.

The children were hoping that their good deed
was an inspiration to other young people, and were
sending the message that everyone should care
about our community.

Ms Veronika Witham- Assistant Principal
(Primary) at Coober Pedy Area School said,
“Well done you three and you are certainly an
inspiration to me”.

YOUNG VOLUNTEERS

“CRYPTO-CURRENCY
the non existent coin!”

I met a stranger who seemed a good bloke
Although from his demeanour he appeared flat

broke
He said “I have a new money, a non existent coin”
And was pitching for sales from all who would join

Its better than money you have in your pocket
And if you want to get rich you better not knock it

Its called a crypto, a new get rich craze
From poor to rich in just a few days

Its promoted as being the cash of the future
Although just for now that might not suit ya

Just give me your cash and the coin will be yours
Even though not yet vetted by “Standard and Poor’s”

He talked with the front of a brash insider trader
And referred to a celebrity and the wealth that it

made her
So I enquired to know its expected real worth

“Well… in direct proportion to the fools on the earth”
It’s a non existent coin so your wallet can go

And as more buy in, yours becomes worth more
dough

So knowing too well the coin does not exist
I bought 1,000 bucks worth the night I was pissed

For fear of missing out I jumped right in
And flicked my old wallet in the nearest bin

With new found enthusiasm and hopes of great
wealth

And with instant addition of financial stealth
I went to the pub to buy a round of beer

But my crypto was ignored with a look of “you’re
queer”

The barman was candid and I felt a real goose
As he showed the folly of trading “nothing” for boose

!
He said…”I know the guy who sold you that crypto

He was here last week selling moon dust from
Pluto

Crypto gurus, and Emperors with no clothes
fool many people and increased there woes”

Yes some will make money and other loose all
Place your bets, roll the dice and see whose the

fool
But in reality these are just Ponzi schemes
And not as attractive as what it first seems
Tangible assets are different, they’re real
Gold, silver, wine, and stuff you can feel

Things will get tough and when shit hits the fan
Be sure you have thought of your families wealth

plan.
Graham Daniels  graham@danel.ch

www.danel.ch
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POLICE NEWS
Workplace death at

Prominent Hill
06 Sep 2021 6:27am.  A man has died after a workplace
accident at Prominent Hill in the State’s far north.

About 3.25pm on Sunday 5 September, emergency
services were called to the mining area after a 43-year-
old Aberfoyle Park man was crushed by machinery and
died at the scene.

Local detectives and patrol officers, along with forensic
investigators attended the scene and a report will be
prepared for the State Coroner.

Coober Pedy drink
driver

06 Sep 2021 7:33am.  A man will face court after being
caught drink driving in Coober Pedy yesterday.

At 5.50pm Sunday 5 September police stopped a Toyota
sedan travelling on Fitzgerald Road and submitted the
driver to a breath test. The driver, a 44-year-old Far
North man allegedly returned a positive reading of 0.164.
Further checks revealed the man was also unlicenced.

He was reported for drink driving and driving unlicenced
and lost his licence on the spot for 12 months. His car
was impounded for 28 days, and he will be summonsed
to appear in court at a later date.

In late 2005 Grant was invited to travel to the NT to be
employed as Shire Services Manager with the Narungalung
Council. This transfer opened up an opportunity for Jan
to work at Sunrise Health, based in Katherine NT. Jan
opened the medical clinic at Manyalluk (formerly Eva Valley
Cattle Station) and Jan performed relief duties at
Mataranka, Bulman, Barunga, Beswick and Jilminggan.

Jan and Grant returned to Moonta Bay SA for a well earned
rest but Jan decided to apply for work at the Wallaroo
Hospital as an RN for a period of several years.

In 2010 Jan was seconded by one of her previous nursing
administrators to work at Leonora Detention Centre which
the Commonwealth Govt set up for the illegal boat refuges
to monitor their health. Jan also engaged in a short stint
on Christmas Island with the Detention Service.

Jan eventually became in charge of the Health Services at
this facility for several years till it was closed down.

In 2013 Jan was successful in gaining a nursing position
at Umoona Health Service with a 12 month contract as a
general RN and midwife.

In 2014 Jan was invited to join the nursing staff at the
Coober Pedy Hospital and Health Service under the DON
Christopher Crismani as a general R.N and Midwife. Jan
joined the Coober Pedy Community Health team as the
Community Midwife in 2017 until the present day.

Due to medical reasons Jan has decided to retire and is
looking forward to travelling in their caravan and spending
quality time with family and friends in WA and Qld.

Jan has been a nurse for 50 years and knows of no other
profession but has made many lasting friendships with all
staff and indigenous personnel throughout her numerous
postings.

A wonderful career has finally come to an end.

Local resident Jan Steele has retired from nursing
after a career spanning 50 years.  Jan hung up her

scrubs on 19 August 2021 at the Coober Pedy
Medical Practice where she was treated to a farewell

morning tea by the staff.

In 2013 Jan and her husband Grant move to Coober
Pedy, thus becoming the final leg of Jan’s nursing journey.

Jan initially applied to undertake Cadet Nursing at the
Royal Brisbane Hospital in February 1972 at the tender
age of 16½, which led to three years RN training at the
RBH.

In those days accommodation was in the Nurses
Quarters at the RBH where nurses’ movements were
strictly monitored by rostered Home Matrons.

On her successful completion of training, Jan qualified
as an RN and transferred to Springsure in western Qld
near Emerald to work in a bush hospital.

Jan had applied to several hospitals around Australia to
undertake 12 month Midwifery training and was
successful to commence at Bundaberg in what was then
known as the Lady Chelmsford Hospital in January 1976
to 1977.

It was in Bundaberg where Jan met her future husband
when he was driving express coaches for Cobb & Co.

In September 1977 Jan married Grant Steele in Gatton
Qld when he was the resident Funeral Director for a
large funeral business namely Alex Gow Pty Ltd in
Brisbane.

Jan went back nursing at the Royal Children’s Hospital
as a night shift supervisor including the children’s
terminal ward.

On many occasions Jan was asked what and where her
husband worked and after much hesitation she acceded
to their request. As a result of this information being
transpired, Grant was requested to attend to the families’
funeral requests and Jan assisted at the funeral parlour.

In 1980 Grant joined the Qld police as a cadet and Jan
fell pregnant with Daniel who was born 20 July 1980.
On completion of his training at the Oxley Academy,
Grant was posted to Townsville.

Grant was transferred to Bundaberg in 1983 and Jan
continued to work part time in the Lady Chelmsford
Hospital as a Midwife.

In 1987 Grant was transferred to Innisfail in far north
Qld and Jan worked at the Innisfail, Babinda and Tully
hospital as a general nurse midwife until 2001.

Grant retired from the Qld Police Service in 2001 and
they both decided to travel around Australia as Jan
wished to gain Indigenous Nursing experience.

Grant was employed by LGANT ( Local Government
and NT Councils). Jan’s first posting was with
Nganampa Health at Pipalytjarra in the far west of the
APY lands.

In 2002 Jan transferred to Nganandjarra Health Service
and was based in Warburton WA and servicing
surrounding satellite indigenous communities. Jan was
employed at Warburton for nearly 3 years as a remote
area general and midwifery nurse.

In 2005 Jan and Grant transferred to one of Australia’s
most remotest indigenous community namely
Tjuntjuntjara which is situated approx. 800km east of
Kalgoorlie WA. They stayed at this location for 6 months.

Local nurse Jan Steel retires
from nursing after 50 years

Grant Steele, Kwa Gyan, Jan Steel, Karen Crossman (Team Leader Nursing) Sue Radeka
and Sandra Kennett

LOCAL HAPPENINGS

Jan as a cadet nurse in 1972 Jan received flowers from Karen Crossman Team
Leader and from her husband Grant

Coober Pedy Regional Times ©
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At-risk South Australians who
need support are urged to call:

DV Crisis Line:
1800 800 098

Men’s Referral Service:
1300 766 491

RESPECT hotline:
1800RESPECT (737 732)

Break the Cycle:
https://breakthecycle.sa.gov.au/

The readers of the
Coober Pedy Regional Times
and the general opal mining

fraternity are formally invited
to the first Science of Opal

Formation Symposium, to be
held online on

22 October 2021.

The aim of this event is to bring together
researchers and others interested in the science of

formation of precious opal, to discuss current
knowledge and future research.

While acknowledging and encouraging differing
opinions, we will be looking to identify and

document common knowledge, identify knowledge
gaps, then look to target future research on these

areas - to help further understand the geology,
chemistry, palaeontology, age and opportunities for

exploration of precious opal.

This will be a half-day forum conducted online via
Zoom, with expert speakers from a range of

research areas. There's a nominal fee of $15 to
cover costs, with student registrations free of

charge.

Visit to https://bit.ly/3BCTeGw to register.

Opal Mining News

The Opal Mining Act states -
89—Disposal of waste

(1) In this section— relevant area means— (a) an area
pegged out for a precious stones claim; or (b) an area

within a registered tenement (and, for the purposes of this
paragraph, if a registered precious stones claim is within a

registered opal development lease, the relevant area for
the claim will be taken to include the area of the lease

while the lease is in force).

(2) A person must not deposit, or allow to be deposited,
soil, overburden or other material from a relevant area, or
extend an open cut, beyond the boundaries of a relevant

area, without the written authority of an authorised person.
Maximum penalty: $10 000

MAXIMUM PENALTY FOR DUMPING
RUBBISH ON THE OPAL FIELDS IS $10K

Opal miners turning up for work have been finding
household and potentially grey-nomad rubbish

dumped on their claims

The above dumping is potentially travellers
rubbish and could have been deposited in any

number of roadside bins
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The Dodge City Roundup
A work of  pure Satire by Min Geatter

Local Satire

They reckon all the heavy lifting will be done and it’ll be a
walk in the park.  He’ll just need to ease himself into the
big leather chair, hire at least three personal secretaries
and start searching for a good travel agent and Rex airlines
schedules.

Dags was talking to Paddy about a soft landing as the
new mayor and said he’d do what the Serbian boys did
and take the council boss and a couple of his mates out
for lunch and drinks.  Do business breaking bread he
said.  Good Irish tucker, plenty of Guinness and throw in
a couple of cheap bottles of Grange to keep things on the
boil.  Paddy used to conduct business meetings like this
all the time back home in Ireland and it worked wonders
there.  He reckons the Micks have the game stitched up
and reckons the Serbian boys need some polish so when
he gets to town, he’ll touch base. He said they’d appreciate
a lesson in the art of persuasion.

Speaking of that, Paddy has two mates who want to come
to Coobers with him and Dags and go opal mining. One’s
a yank called The Texan who’s obviously big and loud,
and the other is a Yugoslav known as Boris the bomber. I
asked Dags about that and he said probably because Boris
is an Essendon supporter so I didn’t go into any more
detail otherwise Dags will start singing that Carlton song
again.

When Dags was telling me that I immediately thought of
my dear old dad, Arnie.  Arnie would say that back in the
60’s and 70’s when Coobers was jumping there was all
these characters here. They all had nicknames because
nobody used their right name then. About a third of them
didn’t want the police to know who they were, a third
didn’t want their wives to know where they were and the
other half didn’t want the tax man snooping. Good times
said Arnie.  Plenty of opal and plenty of cash about and
the town was run by the Progress Association.

Everyone knew everybody and if there was a problem it
got sorted in quick time and didn’t take months to get
tabled, and then more time to organize a committee, and
then have it outsourced after it was advertised in The
Australian, The Advertiser, The Transcontinental and the
council Fakebook site. After another three months down
the track, the committee had forgotten about it, or had
been disbanded, and so it was put to bed due to a lack of
interest.

Anyway, Dags and Paddy wanted me to keep them posted
about the opal lotto that was coming up but things have
gone a bit quiet there. Apparently, they’re still waiting for
permission from the government to open up the old south
road for mining, but they’ve been a bit busy of late with
apathy.

Well DucksI hope you’ve been keeping well.

Stella and Della have been on my case about me not
mentioning Dags of late.    It’s not that we’ve broken up
or grown apart but he’s taken on a job at the Long Bay
Retirement Village working in the library which is mainly
daytime and evenings and most weekends.  He reckons
he does a lot of research for his best friend Paddy who
still has designs on the mayor’s job at Coober Pedy.   So
much so, that Dags reckons Paddy is totally consumed
with Coobers financial dilemma.

Paddy told Dags that his two good mates who are retired
Sydney lawyers who did a lot of work for councils and
dodgy politicians back in the day, so Paddy is keeping up
to speed on how easy it is to run a council and tap into
the lurks and perks.  They told Dags there’s plenty of
reading material in the library that will help him mount his
challenge as mayor, so he spends a lot of time in the
comedy and fiction section that will help him hone his
skills.  Dags reckons his lawyer mates give him plenty of
legal advice and have never asked for a cent. Isn’t that
remarkable?

Dags told me that he and Paddy were reading where a
few people and the council are banging heads so they
read the council Fakebook page to get the heads up.

Paddy said it’s hilarious and reckons they still don’t like
people asking too many questions and when it gets a bit
tight, they ban them from meetings or shut the site down,
or even better, hold a court case and find the culprits
guilty, and get rid of them that way.   Paddy reckons all
the locals do is complain about their high rates, water
leaks, poor roads maintenance and and the rising debt
and they sound like a bunch of whinging pensioners.

Dags reckons the poor bloke at the top’s not getting paid
enough to deal with this and the best thing he did was to
hire a couple of managers to take his work load, and free
him up for a few ratepayers funded trips where he can
relax in style and rub shoulders with a few pollies down
south. Whilst he’s there he could go shopping for a
collectors vintage Roller and a big, Japanese fourbie for
the dull and boring life at Coobers. Paddy’s lawyer mates
reckon it took a while, but finally the chief got his head
around the caper and started to outsource all his work to
lawyers, accountants and consultants and anybody else
who wanted to get onto the gravy train.

Paddy reckons he can’t think of a thing at the council
that hasn’t been outsourced or flicked onto a consultant
and he’s a bit worried that by the time he gets elected
mayor there’ll be no perks left, but his lawyer mates put
his mind at ease there.

Paddy wanted to know if the ‘Opal Hunters’ were in town
and if they were coming back for the lotto because he’s
hatching a plan to get involved in some promotional stuff
and get some action happening amongst the miners.  He
reckons a big drill to be shared amongst the miners would
be a good idea.

He said he couldn’t say much at the moment because he
didn’t want anyone at the retirement village catching on
so it had to be low key.  He said Dags and the Texan and
Boris were okay but there were some fellows there he
called colourful racing identities who liked to go to Coobers
back in the day and do a bit of mining, gambling, drinking
and womanising.

The Opal Cup and the race weekend were the icing on
the cake. Anyway, they were a bit naughty and got into
some mischief and were asked to leave by the local police.

One of them has been back a few times over the years
but he told Paddy the place was a bit sleepy compared to
Mintabie where he had a couple of mates who were living
there. He used to like having drinks at the Mintabie pub
and listen to the fireworks and AK37’s and a few grenades
going off on Friday nights. The Saturday night barbecues
with a borrowed bullock from the local pastoralists were
always a hoot, particularly as the steaks were premium,
perfectly prepared and cooked, and garnished with some
fresh green herbs.

Anyway, Dags and Paddy reckon there’s still plenty of
opal here so they’re pretty keen to bring Boris and the
Texan to town and start looking for opal, but it’s all about
the timing Dags said, because the four of them had different
lease arrangements at the Long Bay Retirement Village.
Once that is sorted, they’ll head to Coobers and start
playing in the dirt. They reckon their choice of tools will
be a drill, an excavator and a noodling machine.

Anyway, I told Dags good old Coobers is going OK and
won’t be going anywhere soon. With the covid thing the
town is still doing it tough but it’s the best place to be for
isolation because there’s plenty of places around town
because the council let tourists set up and camp for free.
They’ll even put up mobile toilets and come around and
pick up all the rubbish afterwards.

Anyway, the wait time at Centrelink continues to grow
but Wallymart now keeps plenty of my favourite fags and
Cellarbrations have a special on Polish beer.  That’s a
bonus, eh?

Until next time Ducks,
Min Geatter
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On the LOn the LOn the LOn the LOn the Levelevelevelevelevel
with Slippo & Slidey

Somewhere in a remote outback mining
town in Oz – prepping for local elections

Slippo: Another coffee mate?
Slidey: Nah, we’d better head out while the day
still has some life in it.  I reckon we’re nearly on
the level.
Slippo: Nothing like the excitement of the find
for us opal miners eh?  There are only two types
of people in this town Slidey, Opal Miners, and
those who would like to be.
Slidey: Oh you mean the Toorak Cowboys that
have all the clobber; look the part, but do nothing
except work in an office?
Slippo: Yep, but lay off them for the time being.
I’ll be needing their voting slips soon.  I’m setting
up a zoom meeting so I can get my policies out
there.  I need you to help me hand out flyers.
Slidey:. What are your policies Slippo?
Slippo:. When I become mayor Slidey, my first
policy will be to pardon all of those that are banned
from free speech, and return democracy to the
town. ANZAC day celebrates that right, mate!
Slidey: That should give you a landslide win mate,
seeing as half the town are either banned; the
target of a ‘man-hunt’ or members at the RSL.
Slippo: Yes exactly, and my second policy is to
hand a pointy bone to top-dog to chew on while
he packs his bags.   Then I am going to erect a
monument to all of the brave survivors of the
historic reign of terror, with my name “Slippo
the Great” on the plaque as their saviour. .
Slidey: Good luck getting past the pit bull terrier
at the gate.
Slippo:  Ho, ho, ho.  When I get in, I’ll tear him
a new one mate..  He’ll suddenly have other things
he needs to do, trust me.
Slidey: I’m a bit worried that as mayor you won’t
get the full support of the team mate!
Slippo: I’ve already picked the team Slidey.  It’s
now a matter of collecting the voting slips.  We’ll
set up three big tables down at the claim so we
can lay all the slips out and work out how our
preferences will roll.   Anyone that doesn’t agree
with us, we’ll white-ant them.  There are plenty
of toadies around here that will help us out there.
Slidey: How did you swing all that mate? It sounds
ingenious, er, is it legal?
Slippo:  It’s worked well for around 30 years
that I’m aware of.  I’ve been handing over my
voting slip for decades.  But not anymore. The
old team has a tarnished record  with their self-
serving agenda’s; their incompetence, their
hollow promises and the ongoing investigations.
It’s time for a reshuttle.
Slidey:  Hear, hear; and I think you mean
“reshuffle”.  I have a question though. You just
said you wanted to return the town to democracy
and yet you want to stack the votes… I don’t
get it mate.
Slippo:  If you think any government in power
enjoys democracy in Australia Slidey, I’ve got
swamp land to sell you. I’ll take you out and show
you.  It’s called a mirage.
Slidey:  Yes but what happens if we all end up in
the naughty corner of the Ombudsman’s office?
Slippo: Hahaha! Nothing happens mate. Another
farce like the phony Whistleblower Protection
Act.  If anything happened in the Ombudsman’s
office, there would be noone left in Government
mate.  Don’t you get it?
Slidey:  Oh I see it now, a protection front; with
us financing it!
Slippo: Spot- on mate; see you on the field.

The resources sector is the economic powerhouse of
South Australia, contributing $5.9 billion in direct and
indirect spending and accounting for $5.7 billion of the

State’s exports.

In simple terms $1 in every $20 of the State’s economy and
50% of the State’s exports.

SACOME welcomes BHP’s release of its economic
contribution figures for the 2021 financial year, showing the
significant financial impact of BHP’s operations in South
Australia.

This announcement is further proof that the resources sector
underpins South Australia’s economy and continues to
contribute to a rise in living standards, the development of
infrastructure and the broader prosperity of our State.

BHP’s Olympic Dam Mine in the State’s mineral rich Gawler
Craton is a significant contributor to the sector’s impressive
outputs. It is an important intergenerational asset and the
world’s fourth largest copper deposit.

Employing more than 30% of the sector’s direct and indirect
workforce; accounting for almost 60% of the sector’s
purchases of goods and services; and contributing to 23% of
the sector’s royalties to the State Government, BHP’s
economic contribution is unrivalled.

BHP’s Olympic Dam is the beating economic heart of our
State, helping to fund essential infrastructure, schools, roads
and hospitals while building more sustainable regional
communities. In this respect, a mine such as Olympic Dam
is as important to metropolitan Adelaide as it is to the regions.

Our state was built on copper – its discovery almost 200
years ago saved the struggling colony. Today, operations such
as Olympic Dam are providing the copper which is critical to
our technological future and helping us to push the boundaries
of science.

BHP’s Economic Contribution
to South Australia

In SA, scientists are using copper to better diagnose and
treat cancers and its use in advanced electronics is
transforming our world.

Rebecca Knol, SACOME CEO said “BHP’s economic
contribution to South Australia demonstrates the importance
of the Olympic Dam Mine to South Australia and reinforces
that the resources sector is the key pillar of the South
Australian economy.

Combined with South Australia's recent record export
figures and SACOME's Economic Contribution Study,
BHP’s economic contribution data sends a clear message
to every school leaver, apprentice, university graduate or
professional looking for a change, that rewarding, well-paid
jobs are available.

SACOME’s recently launched Unearth your future
campaign provides clear employment pathways for anyone
looking to work in the resources sector.

Our message is: whatever your background, whatever your
interests, there is a career waiting for you”.

BHP’s Economic Contribution to South Australia:
o Total payments to governments – A$136 million
o Royalties – A$102 million
o Employees and contractors – 7,788
o Total spend on suppliers – A$1 billion
o Suppliers engaged directly by BHP - 265

The South Australian Chamber of Mines and Energy is the
peak industry association representing companies with
interests and connections to the South Australian resources
and energy sector.

Jessica Coles is a Health & Safety Specialist at BHP? Billiton.  Jessica says that resources isn't just her job, it's her passion
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ICAC REPORT - AUG 2021

 POTENTIAL FOR CORRUPTION & IMPROPER CONDUCT
in Facilities Maintenance in Local Government

ICAC Commissioner’s foreword
Pursuant to section 42 of the Independent Commissioner Against Corruption Act 2012,
I present this report entitled ‘Facilities Maintenance in Local Government’.

Section 42(3) of the Independent Commissioner Against Corruption Act 2012 requires
that the President of the Legislative Council and the Speaker of the House of Assembly
lay the report before their respective Houses on the first sitting day after the passage of
28 days (or such shorter number of days as the Attorney-General approves) after
receiving this report.

The report has been prepared to inform public officers working in local government
about corruption prevention issues revealed by several corruption investigations
conducted by my officers.

Recently, we finalised an investigation into the conduct of a public officer working in
facilities maintenance at a local council. The investigation involved allegations the public
officer improperly used his position to award council maintenance contracts to individuals
and businesses with whom he had longstanding connections. Those connections were
not disclosed to the council.

The investigation uncovered a pattern of improper conduct. However, poor record
keeping and a lack of admissible evidence meant it was doubtful a charge of corruption
would be sustained.

This is not the first time the ICAC has seen conduct of this type in the award of
facilities maintenance contracts in councils.

Procurement in general is a high corruption risk activity. Procurement as it relates to
facilities management has some unique features that can make it more susceptible to
corruption.

I believe it is in the public interest to set out some general observations arising from
these investigations. I hope this will prompt councils and public officers working in
facilities management to assess the corruption risks in their systems and practices, and
to strengthen relevant controls.

The Hon. Ann Vanstone QC
“Independent Commissioner Against Corruption

Observations from investigations
Investigations undertaken by the ICAC suggest that improper conduct by public officers
and suppliers, and failures in practices, policies and procedures, are at the core of
corruption risks in facilities management.

Observations from ICAC investigations can provide all councils with the opportunity to
identify ‘red flags’ in the way they procure and manage facilities maintenance goods
and services contracts.

ICAC investigations have revealed the following improper conduct by council officers
working in facilities management procurement:
seeking inducements as a reward for awarding contracts .
providing confidential information to potential suppliers about upcoming contracts.

seeking quotes from unqualified suppliers with the aim of favouring other suppliers.

awarding contracts to a company in which the procuring officer has an interest.
providing tight time frames to submit quotes in order to favour a related business.
engaging suppliers under expired general building service contracts.
inflating procurement valuation scores of a company in which the procurement officer
has an undisclosed interest.
procurement decision maker writing a supplier’s submission.
manipulating supplier quotations to ensure work is shared among suppliers with whom
the procurement officer has a personal association

Investigations have revealed evidence of the following improper conduct by suppliers:
colluding to set prices for maintenance work.
seeking confidential information from council.
overcharging for facilities maintenance work.
under delivering against agreed requirements and standards of work.
undertaking unnecessary inspection, testing, cleaning and maintenance of facilities

Investigations have uncovered the following poor practices in councils:
inconsistency in procurement procedures and misuse of purchase orders.
failure to enforce a policy to declare conflicts of interest.
poor procurement induction and training.
inconsistent application of market approach requirements and financial delegations.

poor control of access to confidential tender and contract documents.
failure to update equipment and facilities registers.
inadequate measures to gauge whether work has been completed to appropriate
standards.
raising of purchase orders after work is complete.
awarding work to unqualified or unlicensed contractors.
a lack of segregation of roles and accountabilities in procurement processes.
awarding contracts to public officers employed by the council, or their relatives,
where the public officers are in positions that give rise to conflicts of interest

Corruption risk factors in facilities maintenance in local
councils
The same risks involved in standard procurement processes are present in facilities
management procurement. However, facilities management involves additional risks
that make corruption prevention challenging.

Dispersal of council facilities
Council assets and facilities are often dispersed over large geographical areas, particularly
in regional and rural councils. This can make supervision of the state of facilities and
the quality of maintenance services challenging. However, it is important that councils
understand what work is legitimately required and ensure that any work carried out is
to the appropriate standard.

‘Slippery’ assets and procurement ambiguity
The ‘slipperiness’ of assets, or the difficulty of collecting and maintaining accurate
information about the condition and maintenance costs of facilities, can lead to
substandard procurement processes. A lack of visibility of facilities can lead to an over
reliance on subjective measures to ascertain the quality of facilities, their need for
maintenance, and the quality and value for money of services provided. Irregularities
can appear in procurement processes if these challenges are poorly managed.

Continuous procurements
Maintenance of council facilities and assets is often managed by contractors engaged
under ongoing procurement contracts or cyclical procurements (as opposed to a
standalone contract for capital or infrastructure work). The use of open-ended purchase
orders, open or rolling contracts, existing legacy contracts and ‘set and forget’ estimated
budgets, heightens the risk of corruption. Procurements of this type can lead to
mismanagement of contingency budgets and repeated use of contract variations.

A marked corruption risk of continuous procurements is that they allow longstanding
relationships to develop between staff and contractors, which can lead to a decline in
supervision over time. Lapses in supervision can also occur when long running contracts
are managed by a succession of employees.

Mix of reactive versus planned work
The management and maintenance of facilities and assets is either planned and cyclical
or reactive. When reactive work predominates, facilities management practices tend to
lack strategy, become crisis-focused, incur unanticipated costs, and to be short on
supervision and budget control.

One investigation revealed that a council’s facilities maintenance work was roughly
65% reactive. The council spent considerable time responding to urgent service requests.
Such business environments quickly become chaotic, with processes and controls
bypassed through urgency. Deterioration makes facilities maintenance vulnerable to
those seeking improper advantage.

Market condition of suppliers
Some industries involved in facilities maintenance, such as cleaning and landscaping,
have low barriers to market entry. The lack of regulation in many small businesses can
attract unscrupulous operators, as well as public officers who might seek to collude
with them. Small businesses might prefer to tender for multiple small contracts that
lack the probity controls applying to larger contracts. Some may seek to avoid formal
contractual relations entirely. Small and unsophisticated businesses tend to provide
invoicing and documentation of inferior quality, negatively affecting transparency in
their engagement. Markets in facilities maintenance can be highly competitive, where
suppliers can be motivated to underquote to ‘get their foot in the door’, only later to
vary contract prices and conditions.

High volume, low value procurement
Investigations have established that procurements of high volumes of low value goods
and services are open to abuse. These procurements are common in council facilities
maintenance work. Low value goods and services tend to be purchased with less
stringent checks and controls, and lower financial delegations. Small purchases can
remain out of sight of council management and illegitimate expenditure can escalate
quickly.

Knowledge imbalances between suppliers and councils
Some councils lack resources and capabilities in facilities maintenance. By contrast,
maintenance contractors, whether a small business or a sophisticated company, will
usually be experts in their field. This can result in significant knowledge imbalances
between suppliers and council officers. Information asymmetry can be a factor in the
exploitation of procurement processes, with suppliers manipulating technical knowledge,
and council staff finding themselves ill equipped to detect excessive scoping, servicing
or charging, and under delivery.

Segregation versus integration
Situations in which a public officer has too much power and discretion over a business
function can drive corruption. This would ordinarily be controlled by segregating parts
of the function to ensure that no single person has exclusive control over decisions or
processes.

By contrast, in facilities management key corruption risks arise from a lack of
overarching visibility of facility conditions, costs, maintenance needs, choice of suppliers,
and verification of suppliers’ work. Enhancing lines of sight between the phases of the
activity is sometimes appropriate to minimise corruption. Far from a failure to segregate
creating risks, a lack of integration might pose the principal corruption risk in facilities
management.

Continued on page 11
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Conflicts of interest
All ICAC corruption investigations into council facilities management have revealed
undisclosed conflicts of interest. Conflicts of interest in procurement are a persistent
integrity risk. However, in facilities management that risk is more complex than in other
business areas, and requires more attention from councils.

Council facilities management officers will often have work histories in general facilities
maintenance or allied industries such as cleaning, painting, plumbing, electrical, testing
and inspections, building operations, construction, security and safety, landscape and
gardening. The number of disciplines involved will naturally give rise to diverse
associations and will increase the risk of conflicts of interest. Councils must proactively
manage the possibility that some individuals may seek advantage, or favour certain
associates. Policies and education about declaring and managing conflicts will mitigate
some of these risks.

Regional and rural local councils should be particularly aware of their heightened
conflict of interest risk. As noted in the evaluation of the City of Playford:

This is perhaps of even greater importance for councils where employees often live and
work in the local area and may be known to suppliers competing for work. An effective
policy framework should provide clarity around staff responsibilities for the management
of procurement processes including for the declaration of conflicts, personal interests
and outside employment.

It should also provide clear guidance as to the effective management of those conflicts
for staff with the ability to influence or decide upon procurement activities.11
SA ICAC, Evaluation of the City of Playford, p. 78. See, https://www.icac.sa.gov.au/
publications/published-reports/evaluation-of-city-of-playford

The ICAC has released a guidance paper on the obligations on all public officers to
identify, disclose and manage their conflicts of interest. There is also an ICAC “conflicts
of interest online course, available on the ICAC website.

External recruitment agencies
Recruitment is a business function particularly vulnerable to corruption. Additional risks
are introduced when external recruitment agencies are engaged. In those circumstances
councils will generally have less control over the vetting and integrity screening of
candidates.

Reasons for using an external recruitment agency vary, but commonly the purpose is
to cover staff absences, or to fill temporary positions or specific project based roles.
These appointments often alleviate urgent staffing needs. However, they can result in
reduced levels of screening and assessment of candidates. Lower screening standards
can allow unscrupulous individuals to attain access to council operations and funds.
In one investigation, a council used a recruitment agency to hire a property maintenance
officer who was later suspected of corrupt conduct. The investigation found the person
was temporarily recruited to cover the extended leave of a staff member, and the
recruitment occurred with some urgency. Thorough screening was lacking. It turned
out that a simple Google search would have revealed the clouded work history of the
individual.

Employee induction
Another risk associated with the use of recruitment agencies is that induction processes
can be lacking or absent. One investigation revealed that induction processes, which
the recruitment agency was contractually required to provide, did not occur. Failure to
instruct an employee on the council’s procurement procedures and conflict of interest
policies potentially facilitated that employee’s improper conduct.

Induction is important. Councils can reduce the risk of corrupt conduct by making
staff aware of the ethical expectations, processes and procedures relevant to their role.
Detailing the consequences of wrongdoing can reduce those risks. Staff who understand
the integrity risks of their workplaces are better positioned to detect breaches.

 avoid open-ended, rolling, or ‘set and forget’ contracts, and monitor and manage
contract variations and contingency budgets.
 aggregate low value, high volume maintenance work into strategic, longer term
contracts.
 incentivise proper supplier behaviour through well designed contracts with
appropriate and balanced performance indicators and/or penalties.
 provide supplier training and induction to indicate expected conduct and
performance, and provide work plans.
 conduct random audits to identify poor performing suppliers.
 map business processes in facilities management to find functions or staff
needing integration and those requiring segregation.
 develop a strong conflict of interest identification and management regime,
regularly reminding council officers of their obligations in this regard.
 ensure external recruitment agencies undertake employment and integrity
screening practices that are commensurate with council’s own screening expectations
and standards.
 ensure council officers—especially those appointed via external recruitment
agencies—are properly inducted into procurement policies and procedures, including
awareness of the consequences of misconduct.
 monitor workloads in facilities management to guard against the development
of pressured environments favourable to corruption

Conclusion
Corruption risks in council facilities management are present in the administration of
councils, the conduct of individual public officers and that of suppliers seeking to
benefit their businesses.

Understanding the risks and ensuring that appropriate governance structures are in
place is vital if councils are to protect themselves from corruption. In light of this
report, all councils should review their practices, policies and procedures on facilities
management procurement and contract management. Councils may benefit from having
their audit and risk teams conduct random audits of facilities management functions to
detect weaknesses.

Work backlogs and staff turnover
The need to recruit temporary staff to backfill positions can be an indication of workplace
volatility. High staff turnover can be both the consequence and the cause of high
workloads or backlogs. Councils that operate without adequate staffing levels or
competencies are more susceptible to corruption. Busy work environments feature
reduced levels of supervision and visibility of staff activities, as well as pressure to
circumvent processes or find ‘workarounds’ to complete tasks and respond quickly to
urgent work requests. This may be more challenging in facilities management because
of the distinct procurement integrity risks that pertain.

Corruption mitigation
Eliminating the risk of corruption in facilities management is not possible. Mitigating the
risk is. Section 49 of the Local Government Act 1999 provides local government with
principles to guide procurement activities. The section requires local councils to develop
and maintain policies, practices and procedures directed towards obtaining value in the
expenditure of public money, providing for ethical and fair treatment of participants,
and ensuring probity, accountability and transparency in procurement operations.

Corruption is enabled by poor practices, policies and procedures. Improving the
governance of facilities management will strengthen resilience to corruption. The
following are broad principles to guide councils in their review of facilities management
governance:
 improve visibility and knowledge about the range, dispersal, condition and
requirements of council facilities
 set maintenance regimes to tighten scopes of work, control budgets, and reduce
reactive workloads
 conduct market research prior to scoping work to protect against knowledge
imbalance.
 undertake due diligence before appointing a supplier

ICAC REPORT - AUG 2021

 POTENTIAL FOR CORRUPTION & IMPROPER CONDUCT
in Facilities Maintenance in Local Government

From page 10

Updated Cross Border Travel Associated Direction – 10 September 2021
Arriving by Air – Must have evidence of a negative COVID-19 test in the 72 hours
before entering South Australia, or will be directed to undertake a test within 12 hours
of entering the state.

As at 12.01am on 27 September 2021: Commercial transport and freight workers
arriving by road must have evidence of at least one TGA approved COVID-19 vaccination.

There is currently no COVID-19 vaccination requirement for Commercial Transport
and Freight Workers arriving by rail, air or any other means.

For Commercial Transport and Freight Workers coming into South Australia
from an Unrestricted Zone (all other states) must produce evidence of a negative
COVID-19 test in the 7 days before arrival.

Other existing requirements remain.

The information above only highlights the key changes made to the Directions and does
not reflect all requirements. Members of the public are encouraged to see the full
Directions for further information.

All existing directions, frequently asked questions and other information can be found
here: https://www.covid-19.sa.gov.au/emergency-declarations

If you require further information you can call the SA COVID-19 Information Line on
1800 253 787 between the hours of 9am to 5pm 7 days per week or go to the SA Health
website at www.sahealth.sa.gov.au or www.sa.gov.au/covid-19

The Emergency Management (Cross Border Travel Associated No 48) (COVID-19)
Direction 2021 has been revoked and replaced by the Emergency Management (Cross
Border Travel Associated No 49) (COVID-19) Direction 2021. This Direction came
into effect at 12.15pm on Friday 10 September 2021.

Key changes include:

Any Essential Travellers (excluding Cross Border Community Members,
Emergency Services and Commercial Transport and Freight) who have been in
who have been in NSW, ACT or Victoria (Restricted Zone) who are:

    Arriving by Air – Must have evidence of a negative COVID-19 test in the 72 hours
before entering South Australia.
    Arriving by any other means - Must have evidence of a negative COVID-19 test in
the 72 hours before entering South Australia, or if an authorised officer is satisfied they
were unable to obtain a test or receive the result in that period they must have a COVID-
19 test on day 1, 5 and 13.

Commercial Transport and Freight Workers who have been in NSW, ACT or
Victoria (Restricted Zone) who are:

    Arriving by Road or Rail - Must have evidence of a negative COVID-19 test in the
72 hours before entering South Australia, or will be directed to undertake a point-of-
care antigen based test and/or a COVID-19 test within 12 hours of entering the State of SA.
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MACHINERY FOR SALE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

ADVERTISING INQUIRIES
TO

The Editor
Coober Pedy Regional Times

Newspaper

Editor@cooberpedytimes.com

Tel: 08 86725920

AGM NOTICE

COOBER PEDY
SHOOTERS CLUB

ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING

WHEN
SUNDAY 12th September 21

VENUE
COOBER PEDY SHOOTERS CLUB

TIME: 1.00PM
ALL POSITIONS WILL BE DECLARED

OPEN.

IF YOU HAVE ANY BUSINESS TO
DISCUSS PLEASE NOTIFY

SECRETARY, SO IT CAN BE TABLED
FOR DISCUSSION.

NOMINATION FORMS AT THE
SHOOTING CLUB

W6515 http://energymining.sa.gov.au

Mining Act 1971
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with 
Section 28(5) of the Mining Act 1971 (SA) as in 
force immediately before the lodgement date 
stated below that the delegate of the Minister for 
Energy and Mining intends to grant an Exploration 
Licence over the area described below. 

Applicant: Fowler Resources Pty Ltd 

Location:  Yalata area - approximately 
130km west-northwest of 
Ceduna

Pastoral Leases: Mitchidy Moola, Churdaria

Term: Six years

Area in km2: 607

Reference No: 2017/00227

Lodgement Date: 20 November 2017

Plan and co-ordinates can be found on the 
Department for Energy and Mining website: 
http://energymining.sa.gov.au/minerals/
exploration/public_notices/exploration_licence_
applications or by contacting Mineral Tenements 
on 08 8463 3103.

Community information on mineral exploration 
licence processes and requirements under the 
Mining Act 1971 is available from:  
http://energymining.sa.gov.au/minerals/exploration/
public_notices/exploration_licence_applications 
or hard copy on request to Mineral Tenements.

J Martin 
Mining Registrar as delegate for the Minister 
for Energy and Mining 
Department for Energy and Mining

PUBLIC NOTICE

1997 Tadano 20 tonne truck crane.
Pros:

-Crane is in full working condition
-Runs

-Drives
-Outriggers work

Cons:
-Tough to shift gears

-Rust
-One of the plates for the outriggers
comes off (can be fixed with a new

bolt)

Looking for $15,000 ONO

Ring: 0487071399

Changes have been
made to the

Activities
Associated
Direction.

Effective as of 12:01am
on Thursday, 9 September

2021:
Those changes include:

The number of people you can have at a
Private Activity (at a non-licenced
premises) has increased from 50 people to
150 people.

However, if more than 50 people are
present, you must have a COVID Marshal
who is independent and not impaired by
alcohol or drugs. There must be approved
contract tracing system and records
(COVID Safe checkin).

If there are over 50 people present you
cannot dance. If people are singing, they
must wear a mask.

The number of people permitted at a
residential premises remains at 20
(including the household members).

All existing directions, frequently asked
questions and other information can be
found here: https://www.covid-
19.sa.gov.au/emergency-declarations

If you require further information you can
call the SA COVID-19 Information Line
on 1800 253 787 between the hours of 9am
to 5pm 7 days per week or go to the SA
Health website at www.sahealth.sa.gov.au
or www.sa.gov.au/covid-19

DEATH NOTICE

Maxwell
Kenneth

Blackburn,
DOB - 09/09/1944
DOD - 03/09/2021

Loving husband to Helen Blackburn

Loving Step father to Helen and Matt
Peterson, Kym Harris, Lee Smith and

Sarah Molenaar

Loving Grandfather to AJ and Emily
Peterson, Aidan, Lara and Troy

Harris, and Levi Smith,
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GRANTS - FUNDING

Tourism Industry
Development Fund

The Tourism Industry Development Fund is designed to
support and stimulate private sector investment in new
and improved regional accommodation, and the devel-
opment of quality tourism product and experiences.

It aims to assist in the COVID recovery of regional
tourism by encouraging regional operators to improve
and diversify so they can attract more visitors and get a
higher return on their offering.

Applicants can seek grants from $20,000 to $500,000
(excluding GST) with a maximum of 30 per cent State
Government grant of the total project value.
The Tourism Industry Development Fund aims to:
• .improve tourism infrastructure and experiences that
appeal to target markets
• .grow economic benefit via increased visitor expendi-
ture
• .create new jobs and develop skills
• .encourage further development by the private sector
in infrastructure and visitor facilities
• .encourage businesses to work collaboratively

Applications close 31 March 2022 at 5:00pm or
until all funds have been allocated.

For further information visit: https://tourism.sa.gov.au/
support/tourism-industry-development-fund

Horticulture Netting
Infrastructure

$14.6 million in grants for South Australian horticulture
growers to purchase and install protective netting has
been made available. You can apply for up to 50% of
costs associated with horticulture netting, up to a maxi-
mum of $300,000.

Who can apply?
.Primary production businesses
.Property owners and share farmers
.Lease holders and businesses that operate as a sole
trader
.Partnership, trust or private company in horticulture.

Applications close 30 June 2023 or when funding
has been exhausted, whichever comes first.

For further information and eligibility visit: https://
www.pir.sa.gov.au/grants_and_assistance/horticulture-
netting-grants

Saluting Their Service
Commemorative Grants

Program
The program is designed to preserve Australia’s war-
time heritage; involve people around the country in a
wide range of projects and activities that highlight the
service and sacrifice of Australia’s service personnel in
wars, conflicts and peace operations; and promote ap-
preciation and understanding of the experiences of serv-
ice and the roles that those who served have played in
shaping the nation.
There are 2 categories of grants available under the
program:
1. Community Grants

Grants to a maximum of $10,000 are available for local,
community-based projects and activities.
2. Major Grants

Grants between $10,001 and $150,000 are available for
major commemorative projects and
activities that are significant from a national, state, ter-
ritory and/or regional perspective.
Applications close on Tuesday, 8 February 2022
at 11:00pm
For further information visit: https://
www.communitygrants.gov.au/grants/saluting-service

TTTTTourism Industrourism Industrourism Industrourism Industrourism Industryyyyy
DeDeDeDeDevvvvvelopment Felopment Felopment Felopment Felopment Fundundundundund

The Tourism Industry Development Fund is designed to
support and stimulate private sector investment in new
and improved regional accommodation, and the
development of quality tourism product and experiences.
It aims to assist in the COVID recovery of regional
tourism by encouraging regional operators to improve
and diversify so they can attract more visitors and get a
higher return on their offering.

Applicants can seek grants from $20,000 to $500,000
(excluding GST) with a maximum of 30 per cent State
Government grant of the total project value.
The Tourism Industry Development Fund aims to:
.improve tourism infrastructure and experiences that
appeal to target markets
.grow economic benefit via increased visitor expenditure
.create new jobs and develop skills
.encourage further development by the private sector in
infrastructure and visitor facilities
.encourage businesses to work collaboratively

Applications close 31 March 2022 at 5:00pm or
until all funds have been allocated.
For further information visit: https://tourism.sa.gov.au/
support/tourism-industry-development-fund

 Tarnanthi 2021 Festival
15 Oct 2021 – 30 Jan 2022

The Tarnanthi 2021 festival is an opportunity to
experience Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art in
all its diversity.

As the main venue for the Tarnanthi festival, AGSA
presents dozens of new works from around the country,
created by individual artists and through collaborative
projects. This nationwide survey of First Nations art
promises ambitious, innovative and up-to-the-minute
contemporary works created through deep reflection on
unwavering cultural connections.

In addition, dozens of partner venues around Adelaide
and across South Australia present diverse and original
exhibitions of works by hundreds of First Nations artists.

Exhibitions and displays feature paintings, sculpture,
installations, fashion, weaving, ceramics, video
screenings in public spaces, and more.

The Tarnanthi 2021 program also includes an extensive
array of talks, tours, music and cultural performances,
workshops, creative activities and student programs,
plus themed activities in The Studio at AGSA.

Tarnanthi is presented by the Art Gallery of South
Australia with Principal Partner BHP and support from
the Government of South Australia. Principal Partner
BHP Billiton

Send your Letters to the Editor to:
Editor@cooberpedytimes.com

Yes, you may use a ‘nickname” as
long as we have your correct details

on file.
There are standards of course and

some editing may apply.
Not all letters are published.

LETTERS to EDITOR

DISCLAIMER: Opinions and letters published in
The Coober Pedy Regional Times are not

necessarily the views of the Editor, or Publisher.
The Coober Pedy Regional Times reserves the

right to edit or omit copy, in accordance with
newspaper policies. Letters to the Editor must be

attributed with a name, address and contact
phone number - names and town of origin will be

printed, or may be withheld at the Editor’s
discretion.

During the course of any election campaign,
letters to the editor dealing with election

issues must contain the author’s name and
street address  (not  PO Box) for publication.

Right of reply is always available.
  See also page 2 for Full disclaimer and

indemnity notices
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 SA GOVERNOR the Honourable
Hieu Van Le AC RETIRES

PETER MALINAUSKAS MP SA Labor Leader says Thank
you His Excellency the Honourable Hieu Van Le AC

As guests of The St Vincent de Paul Society (SA), the
Governor, accompanied by Mrs Le, officially opened
the Coober Pedy Vinnies Centre, after which the
Governor and Mrs Le made presentations to volunteers
and undertook a tour of the centre.

It was a delight for all of the guests to hear the students
of the Coober Pedy Area School perform musical items
after the presentations were completed.  Everyone was
captivated by the ‘sounds of music’ and the angelic
voices of the young students.

In the late afternoon the Governor and Mrs Le toured
the opal fields and visited an operating opal mine with
Mayor Stephen Staines and Paul Reynold of the Miners
Association.

In the evening at Tom and Mary’s Greek Taverna
Restaurant, the Governor and Mrs Le attended a dinner
with Reverend Father Brian Mathews, Parish Priest
Coober Pedy, and staff and volunteers of The St Vincent
de Paul Society.

On behalf of the Governor Mr. Ritchie Hollands the
Official Secretary to the Governor said, “His Excellency
the Governor and Mrs Le had a wonderful visit to Coober
Pedy last week.

His Excellency was delighted to open the new Vinnie’s
Centre on Monday afternoon, before he and Mrs Le
embarked on a comprehensive visit program hosted by
His Worship the Mayor, Stephen Staines until Wednesday
lunchtime.

The entourage visited the Area School, Umoona Aged
Care, an operating mine, two private dugouts, the Catholic
and Serbian Orthodox Churches, and the Breakaways
Conservation Park.

“His Excellency and Mrs Le thoroughly enjoyed meeting
members of the Coober Pedy community, including
volunteers at the Emergency Headquarters, veterans at
the RSL Hall, and members of the Council, the Business
Association and Ministers Association, and look forward
to a return visit.”

Governor Le helps St. Vinnie staff cut the cake at
the official opening of the St Vinnie’s Centre at

Coober Pedy in 2015

Coober Pedy Area School student line up a group
photo with Governor Le

The CPAS students perform at the opening of the
St Vinnie’s Centre

After the underground opal mine
tour, the Governor and Mrs. Le,
Mayor Staines and Paul
Reynolds inspected a noodling
machine belonging to Ashley
Gerschwitz (Pictured).

John Dawkins President of the Legislative Assembly said,
“ It was a privilege to attend the State Dinner to acknowl-
edge and honour the wonderful service of South Austral-
ia’s 35th Governor Hon Hieu Van Le AC & Mrs Lan Le.”

“Having known Hieu for about three decades, it was a
particular honour to twice host him at the President’s Din-
ner in Parliament House.”

Governor Le laid a wreath at
the RSL memorial.  Pictured
also are  Dave Bowman,
Byrice Tickner President RSL,
Grant Steele Vice President,
Mayor Steve Staines and
George Russell

In May 2015 [Monday 11 - Wednesday 13] Coober Pedy
had the pleasure of an extended visit from the South
Australian Governor, His Excellency The Honourable
Hieu Van Le AO accompanied by his wife Mrs. Le.

Keeping the community informed

Pictured earlier this year when Hieu signed the visitors
book in the President’s Office.

On behalf of the State Labor Parliamentary team I want
to thank His Excellency the Honourable Hieu Van Le AC
for his service to the people of South Australia as Governor
over the past seven years.

Today marks his final day as Governor of South Australia.
His Excellency and Mrs Lan Le have served our state
with distinction.

I have enjoyed my many interactions with His Excellency
during my time as a minister in the former Labor
Government and during this term as Leader of the
Opposition.

His Excellency’s story is a uniquely Australian story.
Born in Vietnam, he fled his war-torn country with his
wife on a boat bound for Australia. Landing in Darwin,
he settled in Adelaide, spending his first three months at
the Pennington Migrant Hostel.

In 2007, His Excellency was sworn in as the Lieutenant
Governor of South Australia, before being sworn in as
South Australia’s 35th Governor in 2014.

It is understood that His Excellency is the first Vietnamese-
born person ever appointed to a Vice-Regal position
anywhere in the world.

I wish His Excellency and Mrs Lan Le all the very best
for the future.

Peter Malinauskas MP - “I wish His Excellency and Mrs Lan
Le all the very best for the future”.

Photos:
Coober Pedy Regional Times
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SUNDAYS
GOLF 1pm Teeoff
.

What’s On in Coober Pedy

CATACOMB Church Service
and Sunday School 9:30am
Sunday. Bus pickup available.
Ph 8672 5038

CP SHOOTERS CLUB
See page 16 for latest
updates

Ring John DiDonna on
0427649389 to book a time

COOBER PEDY RSL

CFS TRAINING  CFS TRAINING:
2nd and 4th Wednesday of each
month
Please contact regional office on
08 8642 2399 or
Email: CFSRegion4@sa.gov.au for
more information.

SATURDAYS

Open Sunday afternoon from
4.00pm, Happy hour and
members draw between 5.00pm
and 6.00pm

FRIDAYS
Greek Charcoal BBQ every
Friday at the Greek Hall.
TBA

THURSDTHURSDTHURSDTHURSDTHURSDAAAAAYYYYYSSSSS
CP SHOOTERS CLUB
See page 16 for latest
updates

MINE RESCUE/SES Training is
second Saturday of the month at 9am

The unit manager is Anthony
Daelman

Duty officer number is 0427 752 446

CP SHOOTERS CLUB
See page 16 for latest
updates,

or Ring John DiDonna
on 0427649389

CROATION CLUB TBA
Happy Hour
Saturdays 6-7pm

Mine Rescue/SES training
Training is the first and third
Wednesday of the month @ 730pm
and the second Saturday of the
month at 9am

The unit manager is Anthony
Daelman

Duty officer number is 0427 752 446

WEDNESDAY

SDrive-In Movies in 2021
Gates open at 6:30pm Movie starts 7:00pm

Please come along and support us
$20 per car;  $10 per adult;  $5 per child

C.P. Police Station
Malliotis Blvd.  Coober Pedy
(08) 8672 5056
Assistance 131 444
Emergency 000
Crime Stoppers 1800 555 677

Coober Pedy Hospital
Lot 89 Hospital Rd
Open 24 hours · (08) 8672 5009

Coober Pedy Medical Practice
Lot 89 McDougal Road
(08) 8678 9224

Coober Pedy Area School
17/18 Paxton Rd. Coober Pedy
(08) 8672 5077

Umoona Tjutagku Health Service
Lot 8 Umoona Rd
(08) 8672 5255

Housing SA
Lot 2501 Hutchison St
131 299

Centrelink
LOT 715 Hutchison St. Coober Pedy
13 24 68

District Council of Coober Pedy
LOT 773 Hutchison St. Coober Pedy
(08) 8672 4600

Coober Pedy Tourist Information Cen.
LOT 773 Hutchison St
(08) 8672 4600

Umoona Community Council Inc
Umoona Rd
(08) 8672 5246

Djitji Tjapu Tjuta Community Day Cen.
Lot 315 Robins Blvd
(08) 8672 5644

Umoona Aged Care
Lot 89 Hospital Rd
(08) 8672 5605

National Indigenous Australians Ag.
(NIAA)
17/18 Paxton Rd. Coober Pedy
(08) 8672 5077

Far North Health Advisory Council
C/- Coober Pedy Hospital
(08) 8672 5009

C.P, Community Correctional Centre:
Malliotis Blvd.  Coober Pedy
 (08) 8672 3091

Coober Pedy Magistrates Court
Malliotis Blvd.  Coober Pedy
 (08) 8672 5601

Department for Child Protection C.P
Lot 2501 Hutchison St.  Coober Pedy
(08) 8672 4555

Aboriginal Family Support Services
LOT 223 Giles St. Coober Pedy
(08) 8672 3066

Uniting Country SA
Paxton Rd
1300 067 777

TAFE SA
Adult education school
Hutchison St.  Coober Pedy
 (08) 8678 9000

Australian Red Cross
Non-profit organization
Unit 6/25 Hutchison St. Coober Pedy
 (08) 8100 5436

Coober Pedy Regional Times
Editor@cooberpedytimes.com
(08) 86725920

Updated Local Service
Provider Listings

Labour Day Mon, 4 Oct 2021

SA schools term
dates 2021

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 2021

1)  27 January – 9 April
2)  27 April – 2 July
3)  19 July – 24 Sept
4)  11 October – 10 Dec

Labour Day Mon, 04 Oct 2021

Christmas Eve Fri, 24 Dec 2021

Christmas Day Mon, 27 Dec 2021

Boxing Day Tue, 28 Dec 2021

Proclam. Day    Tue, 28 Dec 2021

New Year's Eve Fri, 31 Dec 2021

_____________________________

 Saturday 11th September
The Suicide Squad
(MA15+)
_____________________________

Saturday 18th September
Free Guy (M)

Gates open at 6:30pm
Movie starts 7:00pm

_____________________________

 Saturday 25th September
Reminiscence (TBC)

Gates open at 6:30pm
Movie starts 7:00pm
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Red CentreNATS, the Ultimate Festival of
Wheels, went full speed ahead in the heart of the
country this weekend, attracting a record 1,008

entries.

This is the biggest year yet, with huge increases of people
making the pilgrimage to the Red Centre from South
Australia (up 165 per cent), Western Australia (up 170
per cent) and Queensland (up 50 per cent). In total, the
event attracted 13,484 attendances across three days.

Northern Territory Major Events Company (NTMEC)
delivers Red CentreNATS on behalf of the Northern
Territory Government in partnership with Summernats.
NTMEC CEO Tim Watsford said the future of the event
looks exciting, with 233 people already entered for Red
CentreNATS 2022 and the Northern Territory Government
signing another four-year agreement with Summernats
to secure the event until at least 2025.

“This has been an amazing year for Red CentreNATS,
with record entry numbers and huge increases in the
number of people travelling from interstate to attend,” Mr
Watsford said. “This is especially impressive when you
consider the difficulties in place when it comes to travel
at the moment.

“We opened entries for next year on Saturday, and already
we’ve seen 233 people sign up. This is the kind of event
that lures people back year after year, and we have a
growing army of fans keen to make the pilgrimage to the
Red Centre, where they help boost our economy.”

Summernats co-owner Andy Lopez said the event
continues to develop each year.

“Red CentreNATS has been an incredible festival,” he said.
“Record entrant numbers have seen more than a thousand
cars and bikes rumble into the Alice. The best thing about
Red CentreNATS this year is the joy we’ve experienced
out here in the middle of Australia.

“The announcement that the NT Government has
committed to the festival for another four years has given
hope and optimism for the future. We’ll be back next
year – bigger, shinier and noisier.”

The Northern Territory is the home of unique events, and
Red CentreNATS is the only place in Australia where you
can legally drive your highly modified vehicle on the streets,
thanks to a special permit system.

This year’s event ran from 3-5 September 2021. To find
out more, visit www.redcentrenats.com.au

RECORD NUMBERS TRAVEL TO REDRECORD NUMBERS TRAVEL TO REDRECORD NUMBERS TRAVEL TO REDRECORD NUMBERS TRAVEL TO REDRECORD NUMBERS TRAVEL TO RED
CENTRENATS IN ALICE SPRINGSCENTRENATS IN ALICE SPRINGSCENTRENATS IN ALICE SPRINGSCENTRENATS IN ALICE SPRINGSCENTRENATS IN ALICE SPRINGS

REGIONAL EVENTS - NEWS

EPA PENALTY FOR NYRSTAR PORT PIRIE
The Environment, Resources and Development Court has
ordered Nyrstar Port Pirie Pty Ltd to pay $35,000 as a
civil penalty to the Environment Protection Authority over
the discharge of sulphuric acid at its Port Pirie Plant in
2019.

In handing down the penalty  31 August 2021 , Judge
Muscat said the failure to prevent the discharge caused
“potential environmental harm that was not trivial”.

An estimated 700 litres of sulphuric acid was discharged
from the company’s smelter site into First Creek at Port
Pirie on 31 January, 2019, with the potential impacts on
the environment lasting until 2 February 2019.

In a previous hearing the court was informed that the
acid moved through more than a kilometre of man-made
waterways before entering into natural creeks and man-
groves and out into Spencer Gulf.

The acid made the waterways more acidic and mobilised
heavy metals. Fish were found dead in the creek; how-
ever, it wasn’t clear if the deaths were as a result of the
acid or whether they were the result of an algal bloom
which occurred at the same time.

The investigation found that the acid ultimately escaped
through a corroded valve with a series of failures and
oversights leading to the incident including:

• failure to close a sample valve
• an incorrect assumption that the spilled acid was weak
• installation of an incorrect valve that wasn’t corrosion-
resistant
• failure of quality control systems to ensure the correct
valve had been installed.

Nyrstar admitted the leak had the potential to cause
environmental harm to fish and other plant and animal life
in the creek which is an offence under the Environment
Protection Act 1993.

Nyrstar co-operated with the EPA’s investigation into the
incident and made a number of improvements to its plant
and practices to reduce the risk of a similar incident
occurring in the future.

The company was also required to undertake an
Environment Improvement Plan to prevent or minimise
any environmental harm attributable to wastewater and
contaminated stormwater management.

Top honours go to:
Grand Champion
Red CentreNATS Champion

Billy Shelton
Holden VL
Burnout Masters

Congratulations to everyone who participated in RCN07.

Jono Kelly
3FIVE5
People's Choice

Gavin Blowes
HG Kingswood
Judges Choice

Thomas Warr
’63 Chev C10
Best in Show

Tom Rigney
Harley Davidson VROD
Heavy Hitter 7 – 7.99

Congratulations to everyone who participated in RCN07.

Todd Knight
Pontiac Grandam

Official’s Official
Leonie Kerr
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VOLUNTEER ACTIVITY

Coober Pedy Shooters ClubCoober Pedy Shooters ClubCoober Pedy Shooters ClubCoober Pedy Shooters ClubCoober Pedy Shooters Club
Welcomes all new Members,     Visitors and SponsorsWelcomes all new Members,     Visitors and SponsorsWelcomes all new Members,     Visitors and SponsorsWelcomes all new Members,     Visitors and SponsorsWelcomes all new Members,     Visitors and Sponsors
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